
 

 

How does Yeats’ poetry change over time and develop new perceptions of the world? 

Yeats’s poetry unifies dynamic oppositions of mortality and timelessness, creation and destruction to reconcile his personal and historical 

change, consequently developing new perceptions of the world. His poetry progresses from Romanticism to Modernist approaches; from 

internal conflicts to external experiences as a response to political turmoils surrounding historically violent events such as World War I. In 

Wild Swans At Coole, Yeats confronts personal mortality with the eternal patterns of nature by exploring Romantic ideals of nature’s 

eternity. This confrontation evolves in The Second Coming, when Yeats applies a Modernist lens to understand reciprocity between 

historical progression and destruction. In both poems, he struggles to unify oppositions, but eventually develops a reformed perspective that 

change is inherent to nature. 

 

Through a Romanticist framework in Wild Swans at Coole, Yeats explores tensions between the inevitable changes that characterise his 

mortality and the eternal patterns of nature. For the 19th time, Yeats observes swans at Coole Park, struggling to understand his mortality in 

light of the swans which embody the eternity of nature. The Greater Romantic Lyric’s structured progression throughout the poem, 

alongside its regular rhythm, supports Yeats’ search for completeness and desire to obtain some form of eternity. Yeats observes nature’s 

eternal cycle through the circular imagery, ‘water mirrors a still sky’, alluding to his prolonged belief of the gyres and cyclical nature of 

life. However, despite it being the “nineteenth Autumn since I first made my count’ and the multiple changes evident in Yeats’ life, the 

swans remained ‘unwearied still’. By juxtaposing how the progression of time affects different beings, Yeats highlights the unwavering 

beauty of the swans, in contrast to himself who struggles to understand his changing nature. Yeats reinforces this distinction of eternality 

and mortality, describing his actions as ‘trod with a lighter tread’, connoting an aging process whilst empowering the swans as animals of 

‘passion and conquest’. Such vivacious connotations heighten the tensions Yeats feels between nature’s eternal beauty and the mortality of 

humans. Thus, Yeats realises the implausibility of perceiving his own permanence in the world and becomes increasingly aware of his own 

ephemerality. 

 

However, we see a shift in poetic form to Modernism from Wild Swans in The Second Coming, where Yeats externalises his struggle and 

considers the destructive flux of social upheaval across a broader society. The Second Coming is a poem situated at the threshold of 

cataclysmic change, reflecting chaos and society’s disillusionment with tradition in the aftermath of the violent WWI. The poem title itself 

alludes to the new era of salvation as conceived in Christian biblical prophecy, which is ironic as Yeats presents an antithetical vision from 

‘Spirit Mundi’ in which humanity faces catastrophe and cataclysmic change. This subversion of religious beliefs parallels the social 

upheaval of Yeats’ time. Yeats removes himself from the Christian doctrine and challenges social conventions, thus exhibiting modernist 

qualities not present in previous poem Wild Swans. Additionally, free verse, irregular iambic pentameter, and incomplete sonnet-like form 

reflect Modernist approaches and create an erratic structure which echoes the chaotic atmosphere post WWI. The imagery in ‘falcon cannot 

hear the falconer’ symbolises disintegration of order as the falcon no longer obeys its master. This mirrors the merciless progression of 

history, particularly in light of WWI, whereby change perpetrates destruction across society. Thus, The Second Coming captures a political 

collective experience as opposed to an internal experience, assuming a prophetic poetic voice to discuss the conflict between historical 

continuity and its destructive antithesis. Ultimately, in both poems, Yeats polarises ephemerality and eternity, creation and destruction to 

provoke new perspectives of the world. 

 

Yeats unifies his conflicting tensions in Wild Swans and acknowledges the paradox that change is intrinsic to nature’s eternal patterns. 

After confronting his mortality with nature’s timelessness, he begins to find comfort in accepting change as intrinsic to the nature’s cycle. 

Whilst the swans appear immortal collectively, each individual swan disturbs nature’s serenity in the juxtaposition of imagery 

‘scatter ..broken’ with ‘wheeling ..rings’; subtly interweaving natural circular patterns with disruptive imagery and creating a sense of unity 

between change and constancy. Through this embodiment of the swans, Yeats begins to accept change as fundamental in time’s 

progression: the swans, although individually mortal and changing, are collectively eternalised in nature’s cyclical pattern. Further, Yeats 

frustrates the anticipated resolution of a Greater Romantic Lyric with a rhetorical question: ‘by what lake’s edge or pool delight men’s eyes 

when I awake some day to find they have flown away?’ By ending ambiguously, Yeats encourages the reader to seek their own answers to 

the inevitability of change. However, in doing so, Yeats suggests that nature, symbollised by swans flying away, is also subject to change as 

it is merely inherent in time’s progression. Thus, Yeats transcends his personal mortality in Wild Swans and newly perceives change as 

integral to nature’s enduring pattern. 

 

Similarly, Yeats’ perception evolves in The Second Coming, where he recognises creation and destruction as inexorable patterns in 

historical progression. Yeats struggles to grasp the implications of social upheaval in the ambivalent anaphora “Surely some revelation is at 

hand; Surely the Second Coming is at hand”. Repetition of ‘surely’ reveals his understanding of creation as a driving force of history’s 

continuum. Creation is aligned with destruction when Yeats examines history’s opposing forces and theorises that the last historical cycle, 

signalled by the birth of Christ, is approaching to a close. This poem also articulates Yeats’ theory of the 2000 year pattern of the gyres, a 

cyclical process of creation and destruction beyond human control. He discusses the ‘widening gyre’ that ‘turns’, containing allusions to 

historical patterns, but also symbolising the widening spiral of death which humanity is captured in. However, in integrating this idea of 

gyres and cyclical nature in history, Yeats unifies creation and destruction in a cycle to suggest these forces as fundamental to history’s 

progression. Similar to Wild Swans, Yeats ends with an unresolved tension in his rhetorical question: “what rough beast, its hour come 

round at last, slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?’. He draws parallels between the creation and birth of Christ in Bethelem, but also 

foreshadows destruction in the bestial imagery. Thus, Yeats ends the poem by unifying oppositions of creation and destruction. In both 

poems, Yeats develops new insights, this time addressing creation and destruction as symbiotic forces fundamental to historical change.  

 



 

 

Yeats’ poetry illustrate his changing perceptions through unifying binary oppositions and reconciling personal and historical change. His 

poems Wild Swans at Coole and The Second Coming exemplifies a shift from subjective individual experiences to external conflicts in 

history. However, both poems find unity in tensions between mortality and timelessness, creation and destruction to constitute an 

understanding of change as inherent to personal and historical progression. 

 

 

 

 

Enduring value of his text: Yeats’ poetry endures time through its unresolved tensions, allowing room for continued interpretation, but also 

in its discussion of change as inherent to life’s cyclical nature. Its ambiguity and discussion of universal themes of change allows it to be 

relevant in the human experience to this day. 

WSAC: Through encapsulating universal themes of mortality and change that pertain to the human experience, Yeats’ poetry endures time 

and remains relevant. 

TSC: Through the use of Modernist techniques, Yeats moves beyond the representation of a specific event, such as World War I, to present 

an enduring vision of our ambiguous relationship to historical change. 

 

Alternate poem: Among Schoolchildren 

Dissimilar to Wild Swans, Yeats’ poetry changes to address broader historical and political contexts in Among School Children, where he 

contemplates antithetical aspects of life to reconcile life’s changing nature. At this time, Yeats has aged to a 60 year old senator, and upon 

observing schoolchildren, reflects upon his past experiences. 

Similarly in Among School Children, Yeats develops a new perception of change, proposing a hypothetic unity between our innate 

mortality and our desire to achieve the eternal. He celebrates the entirety of human experience as opposed to individual experience and thus 

accepts the totality of existence. Yeats looks to ancient philosophers for answers to his meditation through allusions to ‘Plata’, ‘Aristotle’ 

and ‘Pythagoras’. Together, they provide alternate answers to life’s meanings. However, their achievements are undermined by the 

accumulation of ridiculing imagery ‘Aristotle played the taws/upon the bottom of king of kings’ while their mutability is highlighted 

through repetition of ‘old’. Ultimately, he articulates that they are merely ‘old clothes upon old sticks to scare a bird’ as a metaphor for a 

scarecrow. As an artifice and fixity, their theories do not alter time’s progression or the nature of life and death. However , Yeats does 

suggest that whilst men are mortal, their works and art can be eternalised, finding unity in the balance of mortality and immortality. Yeats 

revelation is presented in the antithesis ‘body is not bruised to pleasure soul, nor beauty born out of its own despair’. Man is neither mind 

nor body nor soul but a combination of all three, emphasising Yeats’ reconciliation of the paradoxical experiences of life, ‘body’ and ‘soul’, 

‘pleasure’ and despair’. The concluding ode of the poem uses a symbollic image of tree, ‘O chestnut-tree, great-rooted blossomer, Are you 

the leaf, the blossom or the bole?’ The rhetorical question suggests the implausibility of separating the tree’s elements as they are all 

fundamental to its identity. The tree’s symbolism is an affirmation of the totality of life, growing and evolving with the sum of all 

experiences of life. Hence, Yeats emphasises that totality of life lies in the amalgamation of actions and similar to Wild Swans, he perceives 

that we must accept change as inherent to the nature’s cyclical pattern.  

 

 


